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ABSTRACT. A radical, and highly contentious, proposal with regard to perceptual knowledge is outlined—viz., *epistemological disjunctivism*. It is shown that this view does not accord with the standard way of understanding the epistemic externalism/internalism distinction, but that nonetheless it has theoretical advantages over conventional epistemic internalist and epistemic externalist accounts of (perceptual) knowledge. Three reasons are offered for why this view is not thought to be a ‘live’ theoretical proposal with regard to perceptual knowledge, one of which is the *basis problem*. It is argued that key to the basis problem is the widely held thesis that seeing that \(p\) entails knowing that \(p\). A case is made for rejecting this entailment. In light of epistemological disjunctivism, an alternative, and more sophisticated, picture of the relationship between seeing that \(p\) and knowing that \(p\) is then developed.

1. EPISTEMOLOGICAL DISJUNCTIVISM

In recent work, I have tried to develop a specifically epistemological version of disjunctivism, a view which is most closely associated with the work of John McDowell.¹ Disjunctivism is usually understood to be a metaphysical view about the nature of perceptual experience.² While there is a range of metaphysical disjunctivist views on offer in the literature, what they have in common is a rejection of the idea that the nature of one’s perceptual experience is the same regardless of whether one is having a normal veridical perceptual experience as opposed to being the victim of an introspectively indistinguishable experience which is in fact an illusion (roughly, where a different object is presented to one) or an hallucination (roughly, where no object is presented to one). On a standard (non-disjunctivist) view about perceptual experiences, where they are indistinguishable in this way then they are essentially the same experiences, in the sense that they
have a shared essential nature. In contrast, metaphysical disjunctivists hold that veridical perceptual experiences are not essentially the same as the parallel experiences involved in corresponding cases involving illusion and (especially) hallucination. More specifically, these experiences do not have a shared essential nature.³ From this basic starting-point, a range of potential versions of metaphysical disjunctivism can be delineated.⁴

Epistemological disjunctivism, in contrast, is the rejection of the idea that the reflectively accessible rational support one possesses in favour of one’s perceptual belief is the same regardless of whether one is having a normal veridical perceptual experience as opposed to being the victim of an introspectively indistinguishable experience which is in fact deceptive or untrustworthy in some way (e.g., an hallucination). In particular, epistemological disjunctivism holds that the reflectively accessible rational support one possesses for one’s perceptual beliefs in epistemically good cases of perception can be different to the reflectively accessible rational support one possesses for one’s perceptual beliefs in corresponding introspectively indistinguishable cases of perception which are epistemically poor. Since it is standardly held in epistemology that one’s reflectively accessible rational support remains fixed across cases of perceptual experience which are introspectively indistinguishable, epistemological disjunctivism is a radical thesis.⁵ Indeed, I think many epistemologists would hold that such a view is not just false, but simply incoherent.

More concretely, epistemological disjunctivism holds that the reflectively accessible rational support an agent possesses for her perceptual belief that \( p \) in paradigm cases of perceptual knowledge is that of seeing that \( p \), where that one sees that \( p \) entails \( p \). In contrast, in corresponding epistemically poor but introspectively indistinguishable cases of perception the reflectively accessible rational support an agent possesses for her perceptual belief that \( p \) will fall short of such factive rational support, and will instead be at most some form of non-factive rational support (such as seeming to see that \( p \)).

So, for example, it could be that in an epistemically good case of perception, an agent knows that there is a chair before her in virtue of possessing the reflectively accessible rational support provided by her seeing that there is a chair before her. In contrast, in a corresponding epistemically poor but introspectively indistinguishable case of perception, such as where the agent is hallucinating that there is a chair before her, she no longer sees that there is a chair before her (since, for one thing, there is no chair before her in this case), and hence her belief no longer enjoys this rational support.

What makes epistemological disjunctivism so controversial is the claim that it is specifically the rational support that one’s perceptual beliefs enjoy which can vary from the epistemically propitious, or ‘good’, case to the epistemically poor, or ‘bad’, case.⁶ In particular, note that epistemological disjunctivists construe this rational support in the usual epistemically internalist
fashion as being reflectively accessible to the subject. The idea, then, is that even though one cannot introspectively distinguish between the corresponding good and bad cases, one can nonetheless be in possession of significantly better reflectively accessible rational support for one’s perceptual beliefs in the good case than in the bad case (indeed, it may be that one has no reflectively accessible support for one’s perceptual beliefs in the bad case). On the standard ways of thinking about rational support, however, this is simply incoherent.

Indeed, it is meant to be just the point of the ‘new evil genius’ thought-experiment to elicit the response that the rational support one’s beliefs enjoy stays fixed regardless of whether one is forming one’s beliefs in normal circumstances or in corresponding introspectively indistinguishable circumstances in which one is a brain-in-a-vat being ‘fed’ one’s experiences by supercomputers. It is precisely because the rational support available to the agent in these two cases is held to be equivalent that it is standardly thought that the rational support one has for one’s perceptual beliefs cannot be factive in the way that epistemological disjunctivism maintains (i.e., such that it entails facts about the subject’s environment).

For if one holds, with epistemological disjunctivism, that the rational support one possesses for one’s perceptual beliefs can entail ‘worldly’ facts, then clearly one is obliged to reject the new evil genius intuition. This is because the rational support an agent’s beliefs enjoy will inevitably vary across the two target cases. In particular, in the non-envatted case the rational support the agent has for her beliefs can potentially consist in her seeing that \( p \), where \( p \) concerns some specific fact regarding her environment. In contrast, in the corresponding envatted case the agent will not enjoy such factive rational support for her beliefs.

This incompatibility with the new evil genius intuition highlights how unusual epistemological disjunctivism is when set against standard epistemic externalist and internalist proposals. On the one hand, the view is meant to be an epistemic internalist position. It holds, after all, that agents can come to acquire perceptual knowledge purely in virtue of being in possession of reflectively accessible rational support for the target belief. On the other hand, however, epistemological disjunctivism also rejects a central feature of standard epistemic internalist view by denying the new evil genius intuition.

The relationship between epistemological disjunctivism and its metaphysical counterpart is moot. For our purposes we can reasonably focus on the specific question of whether epistemological disjunctivism in itself entails (some form of) metaphysical disjunctivism. I think it is reasonably clear that it does not. For that the rational standing available to the agent in normal veridical perceptual experiences and corresponding (introspectively indistinguishable) cases of illusion and hallucination are radically different does not in itself entail that there is no common metaphysical essence to the experiences of the agent in both cases. Perhaps there is a common
metaphysical essence to the perceptual experiences in these cases, but that it has no direct bearing on the rational support available to the agent in support of the target perceptual beliefs. If that’s right, then in defending epistemological disjunctivism one is not thereby committed to defending metaphysical disjunctivism as well. Instead, one would need to defend further claims in order to supply the relevant ‘bridge’ between these two theses.\(^\text{11}\)

Of course, even though epistemological disjunctivism might not entail metaphysical disjunctivism, it could be nonetheless dialectically affiliated. In particular, it could be that it is hard to motivate the epistemological disjunctivist position without appeal to a form of metaphysical disjunctivism. This claim certainly does have bite. After all, one might naturally claim that if there is such a radical difference between the reflectively accessible rational support that one possesses in the relevant pairs of cases as the epistemological disjunctivist claims, then that will naturally incline one towards endorsing a disjunctivist view of the metaphysics of perceptual experience. In a nutshell, the disjunctivist view of the metaphysics of perceptual experience seems to offer the most natural way of explaining why there is this radical epistemic difference in these pairs of cases—\(\text{viz.}\), the reflectively accessible rational support is different because the very nature of one’s experiences is different. Even so, the critical point is that one does not automatically become committed to metaphysical disjunctivism in virtue of endorsing epistemological disjunctivism, and so we can leave it as an open question for our purposes whether the epistemological disjunctivist should also be a metaphysical disjunctivist.

I noted earlier that epistemological disjunctivism is a form of epistemic internalism, albeit a non-standard version. One of the problems facing standard versions of epistemic internalism, and which motivates some epistemologists to endorse a form of epistemic externalism, is the fact that they offer an account of our rational standing which entails that we can enjoy a good rational standing for our beliefs even though very few, if any, of those beliefs are true. This is not an incidental feature of the view either, but rather a key requirement of epistemic internalism, as we saw just now in our discussion of the new evil genius intuition (the envatted agent, after all, will in all likelihood have very few true beliefs, but nonetheless enjoys the same good rational standing for those beliefs as possessed by her non-envatted counterpart). But many find the idea that rational support can come apart from the truth in this radical way problematic.

If one does find this aspect of epistemic internalism problematic, then one will be inclined towards some form of epistemic externalism. According to epistemic externalism one can gain knowledge purely as a result of ‘external’ epistemic conditions obtaining, such as one’s belief being reliably formed, or having the modal property of being safe (i.e., being such that it couldn’t have easily been false).\(^\text{12}\) What makes these epistemic conditions external is that one satisfies them in virtue of contingent facts in the world obtaining (e.g., that one’s belief was reliably formed). In
particular, in satisfying these external epistemic conditions one need not be in possession of any rational support for one’s belief in the target proposition (such as, for example, reasons for supposing that one’s belief has been formed in a reliable fashion). By appealing to external epistemic conditions the externalist ensures that it would be very difficult, if not impossible, for our beliefs to generally enjoy a good epistemic standing and yet be nonetheless mostly false. How could it be, for example, that one’s beliefs are for the most part reliably formed and yet also mostly false? At the very least, on a reliabilist view one could be assured that a good epistemic standing means that one’s beliefs are likely to be true. In general, on epistemic externalist views there will inevitably be a strong correlation between the positive epistemic standing of one’s beliefs and the truth of the propositions believed.

In this way, epistemic externalism bears a similarity to epistemological disjunctivism, in that both views maintain that one’s epistemic standing in the introspectively indistinguishable epistemically good and bad cases can be very different. So, for example, a reliabilist account of knowledge would hold that the epistemic standing of a belief formed in an epistemically good case where the belief in question was reliably formed would be very different to the epistemic standing of that same belief formed in a corresponding, introspectively indistinguishable, epistemically bad case in which it wasn’t reliably formed.

What is crucial to epistemological disjunctivism, however, and which makes the view so controversial, is that it offers a disjunctivist view with regard to the specifically rational standing of one’s beliefs, and not merely with regard to the more general epistemic standing of those beliefs. In doing so it avoids some of the problems faced by epistemic externalism, particularly with regard to how this kind of approach, given that it severs any essential link between knowledge and (reflectively accessible) reasons, is able to capture a substantive kind of epistemic responsibility. For if whether or not one has knowledge can be ultimately dependent upon whether some brute external fact obtains, such as whether one’s belief is reliably formed, and need not be essentially connected to the rational support one has for the target belief, then in what sense can we properly treat this knowledge as the product of the agent’s cognitive responsibility?

Epistemological disjunctivism thus offers a challenge to our very thinking about the epistemic externalism/internalism distinction. As that distinction is normally understood we are faced with the following dilemma. On the one hand there is epistemic internalism, which insists that satisfying an internal epistemic condition (such as the demand that one must have good reflectively accessible rational support for one’s beliefs), is necessary for knowledge. This view has the advantage of offering a straightforward account of epistemic responsibility since it essentially ties knowledge to reasons. But it also faces the problem that one’s rational standing could be entirely decoupled from the truth of one’s beliefs. On the other hand there is epistemic
externalism, which maintains that it is not necessary for knowledge that one satisfies an internal epistemic condition. Instead, merely satisfying an external epistemic condition, such as a reliability condition, can sometimes suffice. This view has the advantage of showing that the epistemic standing of our beliefs cannot become decoupled in a wholesale fashion from the truth of our beliefs. But it faces the problem of accounting for epistemic responsibility, since it severs any essential link between knowledge and reasons.

Epistemological disjunctivism, on the face of it anyway, appears to embody the best of either side of this (putative) dilemma. On the one hand, it maintains the essential link between knowledge and (reflectively accessible) reasons which is distinctive of epistemic internalism, and so (apparently, anyway) it has no problem accounting for epistemic responsibility. On the other hand, because it allows that reasons can be factive (in paradigmatic perceptual cases, anyway), it is able to maintain that an agent’s epistemic standing is not completely divorced from the truth of her beliefs (indeed, on this view it can be very closely correlated indeed, since when one is in possession of factive rational support for a certain proposition then the target proposition is actually entailed by this rational support). With epistemological disjunctivism we can, it seems, have our cake and eat it too.

Moreover, epistemological disjunctivism also has the attraction of potentially being closer to our ordinary pre-philosophical ways of thinking about perceptual knowledge, in that it appears to take a good deal of philosophy to convince people that reasons always fall short of the relevant empirical facts.\textsuperscript{14} Finally, epistemological disjunctivism may have other theoretical attractions too, particularly with regard to the problem of radical scepticism. For if the reflectively accessible rational support we have for our perceptual beliefs can be factive, then that will surely dramatically weaken the force of radical scepticism about the external world, a philosophical problem which seems to essentially trade on the non-factivity of reasons in the perceptual case.\textsuperscript{15}

2. THREE KEY PROBLEMS FOR EPISTEMOLOGICAL DISJUNCTIVISM

That epistemological disjunctivism does not seem to be a possible position by the lights of the classical epistemic externalism/internalism distinction—even though it seems to embody a happy intermediate view, one that is theoretically attractive—prompts the natural question as to why. As noted above, the short answer to this question is that this view is thought by many to be simply incoherent. In particular, the idea that agents might possess reflectively accessible, and yet factive, reasons in the perceptual case strikes many as plain absurd.\textsuperscript{16} Just why this combination of theses is
thought to be incoherent requires some unpacking, however. I think we can delineate at least three inter-connected concerns which are in play here.

The first, and perhaps most immediate, is the concern that such a view will directly generate a kind of ‘McKinsey-style’ problem—i.e., a problem of a parallel sort to that which is widely alleged to face the combination of first-person authority and content externalism. In essence, this problem concerns the fact that according to (some famous versions of) content externalism a pre-requisite of one’s beliefs having a particular content can be that a certain specific worldly fact (or facts) obtain. Given that content externalism is a philosophical thesis, it seems that it can be known \textit{a priori}. But given first-person authority, that one has a belief with a certain content is also something that is plausibly in the market for reflective (and thus non-empirical/\textit{a priori}) knowledge. Thus it seems that if both first-person authority and content externalism are true then one ought to be able to come to know specific facts about one’s environment simply through reflection, and for most this would be a \textit{reductio} of this conjunction of theses.

The parallel problem that faces epistemological disjunctivism concerns the fact that one can surely know \textit{a priori} that seeing that \(p\) entails \(p\). Thus, if one can come to know by reflection alone that one’s rational support for one’s belief that \(p\)—where \(p\) is a specific proposition about one’s environment—is that one sees that \(p\), then surely one can through further \textit{a priori} reflection come to know \(p\) itself. But, as with the McKinsey problem that faces the combination of content externalism and first-person authority, it seems incredible that one could come to know a specific fact about one’s environment purely through reflection.

In order to illustrate this problem, consider a concrete case. Suppose one believes that John is at home, and that one’s reflectively accessible rational support for this belief is that one sees that John is at home (i.e., this is a case of paradigmatic perceptual knowledge, as the epistemological disjunctivist describes it). Given that one also (we might assume) knows \textit{a priori} that seeing that \(p\) entails \(p\), it seems that one can further conclude, purely by undertaking a competent deduction (and hence by reflection alone), that John is at home. But now it seems that one is coming to know a specific fact about one’s environment purely by a reflective and thus non-empirical process, and that sounds absurd. Call this the \textit{access problem} for epistemological disjunctivism.

The second problem facing epistemological disjunctivism is closely related to the first, and concerns the fact that if one does have reflective access to factive reasons in the perceptual case, then it is hard to see how one can reconcile this claim with the undeniable truth there are parallel introspectively indistinguishable scenarios in which one lacks a factive reason but where, nonetheless, one continues to blamelessly suppose that one possesses it. So, for example, let us
grant that it is indeed presently true that I see that there is a computer in front of me and that I
have paradigmatic perceptual knowledge of this proposition on this basis. We will discuss further
below what seeing that such-and-such involves, but whatever it involves we can imagine a parallel
case which is introspectively indistinguishable from the case just described in which I don’t see
that there is a computer before me because it simply isn’t true that there is a computer before me.
Suppose, for example, that I am the victim of some sort of trick of the light which makes it look
to all intents and purposes as if there is computer in front of me when in fact I am looking at an
empty desk. In the deceived case I will blamelessly think that I see that there is a computer before
me, when in fact this is not the case.

Here is the problem. If, in the non-deceived case, one has reflective access to the relevant
factive reason as epistemological disjunctivism maintains, then why doesn’t it follow that one can
introspectively distinguish between the non-deceived and deceived cases after all, contrary to
intuition? For in the non-deceived case there is something reflectively accessible to one which is
not reflectively accessible in the deceived case—viz., the target factive reason. Accordingly, it
seems that by epistemological disjunctivist lights it should be very easy to introspectively
distinguish between the deceived and the non-deceived cases, since all one needs to do is see if the
relevant factive reason is reflectively available. In short, the problem is that it is difficult to see how
epistemological disjunctivism can square its claim that the reflectively accessible rational support in
support of one’s perceptual knowledge can nonetheless be factive with the undeniable fact that
there can be pairs of cases like that just described which are subjectively indistinguishable. Call this
the discriminability problem for epistemological disjunctivism.

The third problem concerns the very idea of a factive reason providing epistemic support
for knowledge. On most views, after all, seeing that \( p \) just is a way of knowing that \( p \) (i.e., it is
knowing that \( p \) via visual perception).\(^{18}\) Call this the entailment thesis. The entailment thesis seems
right. We’ve already noted that seeing that \( p \), like knowing that \( p \), is factive. Moreover, it is also
ture that seeing that \( p \), like knowing that \( p \), expresses a rather robust epistemic relation that one
bears to \( p \). For example, the agent who thinks that he can see a computer before him, but who is
forming this belief in epistemically poor conditions (perhaps because he is presently dazed after a
bump on the head), does not intuitively count as seeing that there is a computer before him, even
if he is indeed presently faced with a computer. A natural explanation for this is that his visual
perception of the computer, while veridical, does not put him in a position to know the target
proposition, and this reinforces the idea that seeing that \( p \) is just a way of knowing that \( p \).

The problem, however, is that if the entailment thesis is indeed the right way to think
about the relationship between seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \), then it is hard to see why seeing
that \( p \) could constitute one’s rational basis for knowing that \( p \) since seeing that \( p \) already presupposes knowledge that \( p \). Call this the basis problem for epistemological disjunctivism.

I’ve argued elsewhere that the access and discriminability problems facing epistemological disjunctivism are illusory, in that once one unpacks the epistemological disjunctivist proposal properly then neither is able to motivate the apparent reductio.\(^{19}\) That leaves the basis problem, and my goal in this paper is to try to show that epistemological disjunctivism can resist this problem as well. With all three problems discharged epistemological disjunctivism is shown to be a live theoretical option, one that—given its obvious attractions—merits further discussion rather than a quick dismissal.

### 3. SEEING THAT \( p \) AND KNOWING THAT \( p \)

One way of dealing with the basis problem would be to argue that even though seeing that \( p \) entails knowing that \( p \), nonetheless the former can properly be the rational basis for the latter. I have some sympathy with this line of response, but, as we will see, I think there is a more direct way of dealing with this problem. In particular, I will be arguing that the entailment thesis should itself be rejected. Rejecting this thesis makes available an alternative picture of the relationship between seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \) which, I claim, offers us a far more sophisticated and nuanced perspective on the relevant philosophical terrain. Before we get to this issue, however, let us first revisit the undeniable fact about seeing that \( p \) that it is both factive and robustly epistemic. How is this to be reconciled with the claim that seeing that \( p \) does not entail knowing that \( p \)?

In order to get a handle on what is going on here we need to distinguish between being in a state that guarantees knowledge and being in a state that guarantees that one in a good position to gain knowledge, even if one is unable to properly exploit this opportunity. I want to suggest that seeing that \( p \) is factive and robustly epistemic in the weaker latter sense rather than in the more robust former sense. That is, seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \) come apart—such that the former can properly be thought as providing an epistemic basis for the latter—and come apart in just those cases in which an agent, on account of seeing that \( p \), is thereby in a good position to gain knowledge that \( p \) and yet is unable to properly exploit this opportunity.

One important contrast between seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \) is that the latter, but not the former, entails belief in \( p \).\(^{20}\) Suppose, for example, that one is in a situation in which one is genuinely visually presented with a barn and circumstances are in fact epistemically good (there’s no deception in play, one’s faculties are functioning correctly, and so on). But now suppose further that one has been told, by an otherwise reliable informant, that one is presently being
deceived (that one is in barn façade county, say), even though this is in fact not the case. Clearly, in such a case one ought not to believe the target proposition, and hence one cannot possibly know this proposition either. (Indeed, if one did continue to believe the target proposition even despite the presence of this undefeated defeater, then one would still lack knowledge). Still, does it follow that one does not see that the target proposition obtains? I think not.

It is certainly true that one sees a barn in this case, since one surely has the right kind of connections to the barn to ensure this much. But of course that doesn’t settle the issue that concerns us, which is whether one sees that there is a barn before one, which is undoubtedly a more (epistemically) demanding relation to be in. Here’s a reason for thinking that one does indeed stand in this relation in this case, despite one’s lack of knowledge (and possible lack of belief also). For suppose that one were to discover subsequently that the testimony one received was false, but that everything else one knows about the circumstances in which one was presented with this (apparent) barn remained the same. Wouldn’t one now retrospectively treat oneself as having earlier seen that there was a barn? Think, for example, about how one would describe one’s situation in this regard were one to be asked about it. Wouldn’t it be most natural to say that one did see that there was a barn in the field, rather than to ‘hedge’ one’s assertion by saying, for example, that one merely thought that one saw a barn?

But if that’s right, then it does appear that there is good reason for supposing that one does see that there is a barn in this case, even though one can’t know the target proposition, and even though one ought not to even believe this proposition (and most probably won’t believe it). Moreover, this way of thinking about this case highlights the importance of the distinction between being in a state that guarantees knowledge and being in a state that guarantees that one is in a good position to gain knowledge. For given that the defeater in play is misleading, one is in fact in a good position to gain knowledge of the target proposition in this case, it is just that one’s inability to defeat the misleading defeater undermines one’s ability to exploit this epistemic opportunity. (This is a point that we will return to presently).

Interestingly, this point about the entailment thesis with regard to seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \) generalises to other factive states which are also often thought to stand in an entailment relation to knowing that \( p \). For example, consider the factive state of remembering that \( p \). Like seeing that \( p \), remembering that \( p \) is factive. If you really are remembering that \( p \)—as opposed to merely thinking that you are remembering that \( p \)—then \( p \) must be the case. And like seeing that \( p \), remembering that \( p \) is also robustly epistemic. Merely thinking that you are remembering that \( p \) and \( p \) being the case won’t suffice for genuinely remembering that \( p \). Instead, you need to stand in the kind of epistemic relationships to \( p \) that are characteristic of knowing that \( p \). Unsurprisingly, then, many claim that remembering that \( p \) entails knowing that \( p \), just like seeing that \( p \).
But with our distinction between being in a state that guarantees knowledge and merely being in a state that guarantees that one is in a good position to gain knowledge, we should be suspicious of this line of thinking. Indeed, consider a parallel case to that which we just considered regarding seeing that \( p \), where an agent is in an otherwise excellent epistemic position except that they are presented with a misleading defeater. Imagine, for example, that one is in a state such that one would have otherwise quite rightly taken oneself to be remembering that \( p \), but that one doesn’t form this judgement because one is presented with a defeater (e.g., a good undefeated ground for thinking that not-\( p \)). But suppose that it subsequently comes to light that this defeater is in fact a misleading defeater, and thus that there was no epistemic bar to one forming the relevant judgement after all.

Here is the crux. Once apprised of these facts, wouldn’t one now describe one’s previous state as being one of remembering that \( p \) after all? Crucially, however, one surely would not describe one’s previous state as being one of knowing that \( p \), given the presence of the undefeated misleading defeater (and given also the related fact that one did not even believe that \( p \) at the time). But if that’s right, then the chain of reasoning in play earlier with regard to the entailment thesis from seeing that \( p \) to knowing that \( p \) also undermines a parallel entailment thesis from remembering that \( p \) to knowing that \( p \). (Indeed, I suspect it undermines several such entailment theses involving other factive states and knowing that \( p \), though this is not the place to explore this further).

In any case, back to seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \). The important point for our purposes is that with the entailment thesis rejected the basis problem is blocked, and hence a core difficulty facing epistemological disjunctivism is dealt with. There is still more to be said on this score, however, since the rejection of the entailment thesis behoves us to look again at how we are thinking of good and bad cases, and how, in particular, such cases relate to seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \).

4. A NEW TAXONOMY OF ‘GOOD’ AND ‘BAD’ CASES

With the entailment thesis in play, there is a very straightforward way of drawing a contrast between pairs of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ cases of perception (i.e., cases which are introspectively indistinguishable and yet which elicit very different epistemic responses). That is, the good case will be an epistemically propitious scenario in which the agent sees that \( p \), and hence also knows that \( p \) via perception. In contrast, the bad case will be a scenario which is epistemically deficient in
some significant way, such that the agent doesn’t see that \( p \), and hence doesn’t (on this rational basis anyway) perceptually know that \( p \) either.

This simple picture gains support from a certain range of cases that we might consider. Imagine, for example, a good case in which the agent genuinely sees a barn in good cognitive conditions and a corresponding bad case in which the agent does not see a barn at all but is suffering from an hallucination. Here, we would treat the agent in the good case as seeing that there is a barn before her and as also knowing this proposition, while we would treat the agent in the bad case as failing to see that there is a barn before her and as also lacking knowledge of this proposition. The very different kind of barn case cited above which concerns a misleading defeater suggests, however, that we need to re-think this simple model of good and bad cases.

I propose the following taxonomy of good and bad cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A Taxonomy of Good and Bad Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objectively Epistemically Good?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjectively Epistemically Good?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Veridical?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sees that ( p )?</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knows that ( p )?</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to understand what is going on in this table we first need to explore the idea that a case can describe a scenario which is *objectively* epistemically good or bad, and also *subjectively* epistemically good or bad.

By the former contrast I have in mind facts about the nature of the environment and about the cognitive faculties of the agent in question. That the agent is in an environment which is such that even if her relevant belief-forming faculties were functioning properly she would not be in a position to reliably form true beliefs—if, for instance, she were employing her barn-detecting abilities in an environment in which most barn-shaped objects are in fact cleverly construed barn façades—would constitute an example of a scenario being objectively epistemically bad on account of a feature of the environment. That the agent’s relevant cognitive faculties are not functioning properly—if, for instance, she has ingested some sort of hallucinogenic drug—would constitute an example of a scenario being objectively epistemically bad on account of a feature of the subject’s cognitive abilities.

In contrast, those scenarios where the agent’s relevant cognitive faculties are functioning normally and where the environment is conducive for the formation of the salient range of true beliefs—such that nothing in the environment ‘intervenes’ to prevent veridical perception—would be classed as objectively epistemically good. So described, a perceptual belief formed in objectively epistemically good circumstances is obviously bound to be true. In essence, the thinking behind
our characterisation of an objectively epistemically good scenario is that the agent is reliably forming her perceptual beliefs in such a manner that they will inevitably be true in environments which are suitably conducive to this belief-forming process, and that the agent is in just such an environment.

The distinction between subjectively epistemically good and bad scenarios concerns whether the agent is in possession of sufficient grounds for doubt with regard to the target proposition. The case described above of an agent who has been told by an ordinarily reliable informant that most of the barn-shaped objects in the vicinity are fakes would fall into this category, since the agent now has sufficient grounds for doubting the target proposition and indeed should not believe this proposition unless she gains additional grounds which neutralise this defeater (e.g., she gets to make further investigations regarding the barn before her, which indicate that it is not one of the barn façades). As we described this case above it was important that the ground in question was a misleading defeater, in that the testimony in question was in fact false. In terms of what we are now thinking of as a subjectively epistemically bad scenario, however, it wouldn’t matter whether the defeater was misleading in this way; what matters is just that it is not neutralised by further grounds. In contrast, a subjectively epistemically good scenario is a scenario where no such defeater is present.24

One last caveat is in order in this regard: we will treat as a subjectively epistemically bad scenario any scenario in which the agent either is aware of sufficient grounds for doubt with regard to the target proposition, or should be aware of such grounds.25 The latter clause is important, since we clearly do not want a scenario to count as subjectively epistemically good just because the agent—through, say, sheer inattentiveness on her part—doesn’t become aware of a defeater that she should have become aware of.

Finally, a third axis along which we can distinguish cases is in terms of whether or not the perceptual belief formed in that case is veridical.

One last point of clarification is in order with regard to this taxonomy of good and bad cases. So far we have been describing such cases as being in their nature introspectively indistinguishable. Notice, however, that we will need to nuance this point a little in order to accommodate this more complex way of thinking about good and bad cases, since whether or not one is in possession of a defeater clearly can be introspectively distinguishable. We will thus say that for any particular case that you plug into this taxonomy the various scenarios will be introspectively indistinguishable in all respects other than with regard to the presence of these defeaters.

In order to clarify the different possibilities that are being mapped out by this table, it will be helpful to run through these possibilities with illustrative examples. As a template, we will use
the general example of an agent seeing what she takes to be a barn and on this basis forming, where relevant, a belief that there is a barn before her (p).

An example of a good+ scenario would be where the agent sees a barn in good cognitive conditions (both environmental and in terms of the functioning of her relevant faculties) and believes that p on this basis where she is (quite properly) not aware of any grounds for doubt as regards the target proposition. This scenario is thus both objectively and subjectively epistemically good, and consequently the perception is veridical. By everyone’s lights, such a case would be an example in which the agent both sees that p and knows that p. It is the good+ scenario that the epistemological disjunctivist has in mind when she talks of paradigm cases of perceptual knowledge. On this view in the good+ case the agent’s perceptual knowledge is constituted by the possession of the factive rational support provided by her seeing that p.

An example of a merely good scenario would be one identical to that just given as an example of a good+ scenario except that the scenario is subjectively epistemically bad because the agent is in possession of (or should be in possession of) a defeater for the target proposition (acquired, say, via testimony from a reliable source). Since the scenario is objectively epistemically good it follows that the perception will be veridical. Given that this is a subjectively epistemically bad scenario, however, it follows that the agent lacks knowledge (indeed, she shouldn’t even believe the target proposition).

Still, as noted above, it does seem to be right to say that this agent sees that p, and thus good cases reveal the logical gap between seeing that p and knowing that p. That the scenario is objectively epistemically good makes clear why this is so, since the agent is, as a matter of fact, in a good position to gain knowledge of the target proposition. Her seeing that p in this case thus does indeed put her in an objectively good position to know that p. It is just that she cannot exploit this fact because of the presence of the defeater, a defeater which, since the circumstances are in fact objectively epistemically good, is necessarily misleading.

Note that while the primary basis on which seeing that p and knowing that p come apart on this view will be cases like this where the agent, though in a scenario which is objectively epistemically good, is nonetheless in possession (or ought to be in possession) of a defeater, there will also be other, more peripheral, ways in which they can come apart. These will be cases where the failure to know that p even despite seeing that p relates to an unusual feature of how the agent is in this case forming and sustaining her beliefs. One such possibility is that of the agent being in an objectively epistemically good circumstance and yet simply failing to believe that p, even though she has no subjective basis for this failure to believe. If she doesn’t believe that p, then she is not even in the market for knowledge that p, and yet since the circumstances are objectively
epistemically good she would on this view count as seeing that \( p \). Indeed, wouldn’t we naturally describe her as seeing that \( p \), and hence be puzzled by her failure to believe that \( p \) in this case?

A second kind of possibility, related to the first, is that the agent believes that \( p \) without that belief being formed and sustained on the rational basis supplied by her seeing that \( p \). For example, the belief might be formed and sustained on a non-epistemic basis (e.g., wishful thinking), or formed and sustained on an inadequate epistemic basis (e.g., on the basis of evidence which is insufficient to support knowledge that \( p \)). Again, since the agent is in an objectively epistemically good scenario she counts on this view as seeing that \( p \), but she clearly does not know that \( p \) given how her belief was formed. Since cases like this depend upon oddities about the agent’s doxastic practices, we will in what follows focus our attention in our discussion on merely good cases of the more central type involving misleading defeaters.

An example of a (merely) bad scenario would be where the agent genuinely sees a barn in a scenario in which what looks like a barn generally is not a barn (e.g., in barn façade county). The circumstances would thus be objectively epistemically bad. Nonetheless, since there is no defeater that the agent is or should be aware of the circumstances are subjectively epistemically good, and the perception is also veridical since she really does see a barn. Still, that the circumstances are objectively epistemically bad ensures that the agent lacks knowledge that \( p \), even while forming a true belief that \( p \). In particular, it ensures that the agent’s cognitive success is merely a matter of luck, and so is not in the market for knowledge. Relatively, it also explains why the agent does not see that \( p \) in this case for, as a matter of fact, she is not in circumstances that put her in a good position to know this proposition, and so the essential epistemic link that we have described between seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \) is not satisfied.

An example of a bad+ scenario would be where the agent genuinely sees a barn in a scenario in which what looks like a barn generally is not a barn (e.g., in barn façade county). The circumstances would thus be objectively epistemically bad. Nonetheless, since there is no defeater that the agent is or should be aware of the circumstances are subjectively epistemically good, and the perception is also veridical since she really does see a barn. Still, that the circumstances are objectively epistemically bad ensures that the agent lacks knowledge that \( p \), even while forming a true belief that \( p \). In particular, it ensures that the agent’s cognitive success is merely a matter of luck, and so is not in the market for knowledge. Relatively, it also explains why the agent does not see that \( p \) in this case for, as a matter of fact, she is not in circumstances that put her in a good position to know this proposition, and so the essential epistemic link that we have described between seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \) is not satisfied.

An example of a bad++ scenario would be one that is exactly like that just described except that the agent in addition has grounds for doubting the target proposition. She is thus in a scenario which is both objectively and subjectively epistemically bad. Nonetheless, as it happens her perception is veridical, in that she does see a barn. Perhaps, for instance, most barn-shaped objects in this vicinity are not barns and she has been told this, and yet she just so happens to look at the one real barn in the area. Clearly our agent neither knows that \( p \) in this case nor sees that \( p \). Indeed, she shouldn’t even believe that \( p \) in this case.

An example of a bad+++ scenario would be a case identical to a bad case except that the perception was not veridical. That is, the agent is in an objectively epistemically bad scenario and in addition merely seems to see a barn rather than actually seeing one. For example, it could be that she is in barn façade county and has the added misfortune of being the victim of an hallucination of a barn. Clearly our agent neither knows that \( p \) in this case nor sees that \( p \).
An example of a bad+++ scenario would be a case identical to a bad++ case except that in addition the agent is aware, or should be aware, of a defeater for her belief that \( p \). Her belief is thus formed in circumstances that are both objectively and subjectively epistemically bad, and her perception is also not veridical. For example, perhaps in addition to being in barn façade county and being the victim of an hallucination she is also given good reason for supposing that she is hallucinating (perhaps she has been told by a reliable informant that this is the case). Clearly our agent neither knows that \( p \) in this case nor sees that \( p \). Indeed, as in the bad case, she shouldn’t even believe that \( p \) in this case.

A crucial point about this taxonomy of good and bad cases is that it offers us a way of thinking about the relationship between seeing that \( p \) and knowing that \( p \) which affords us a straightforward response to the basis problem. For while on this view we can accommodate the intuition that underlies the entailment thesis that seeing that \( p \) is both factive and strongly epistemic—since one only sees that \( p \) in cases of veridical perception which are objectively epistemically advantageous—we are not forced thereby into accepting the entailment thesis, and thus holding that seeing that \( p \) entails knowing that \( p \). But once we jettison the entailment thesis, there is then nothing to prevent us from allowing that seeing that \( p \) can be the rational basis for knowing that \( p \). By guaranteeing that you are in an objective epistemically good scenario and that one’s perception is veridical, seeing that \( p \) ensures that from an objective point of view you are in a good position to know that \( p \). Crucially, however, it does not guarantee you knowledge that \( p \). The basis problem for epistemological disjunctivism is thus neutralised.
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